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Return to Swimming Step 3 

Clubs may have up to 6 swimmers per lane provided, all the swimmers in the lane are experienced 
swimmers and all have passed through Steps 1 and 2. Clubs must also follow their facility (pool) maximum 
group size limitations that are in effect. The limit on group size will need to reflect the number of available 
lanes, lane configuration, and deck space (for physical distancing where required). The Provincial 
Response Level in your Region must be Green or Yellow. Here is a table of the maximum number of 
swimmers and the type of swimmer according to the provincial response level: 

Provincial Response Level Number of Swimmers per Lane Type of Swimmer Priority 

Green: Limited Risk 

 
No Restriction 
 

Note: your facility may have some restrictions. 

 
All 

Yellow: Caution 

Up to 6 swimmers per lane 
 
Up to 4 Learn to Swim swimmers 

Junior Provincial & up 
 
See rules with your facility 

Orange: Restricted 

Up to 4 swimmers per lane 
 
Up to 4 Learn to Swim swimmers 

Experienced, ManSask & up 
 
See rules with your facility 

Red: Critical 

Up to 2 swimmers per lane 
 

Note: may be cancelled depending on the MHA 
or municipality/facility recommendations 

 
Experienced, National & up 

 

General guidelines (apply to both scenarios described above): 

• Where physical distancing protocols are in place, swimmers are not to assemble at the 
wall. Only one swimmer per end of the pool can be waiting at the wall at a time. 

• All lanes must swim in the same direction (either clockwise or counterclockwise), and 
circle swim while remaining as close to the lane line as possible. 

• The endpoint of any swimmers' length is the same as their initial starting point at the 
beginning of the set. 

 

Scenario 1: All swimmers using the wall to start their interval. 

• The additional swimmers not starting from the bulkhead/wall must be positioned to allow 
2m of space for the starting swimmer to push-off and commence the length. 

• Once the swimmer at the wall has departed on their interval, the next swimmer can move 
in to leave. 

• Once the swimmer at the wall has departed on their interval, they must not breathe until 
they pass the waiting swimmers on the adjacent lane line. The next swimmer can move 
into the wall to depart on their interval, and the subsequent swimmer that was at least 
4m away from the wall can move to the closer waiting position. After the second swimmer 
departs, the third swimmer can move into the wall to leave on their interval. 

• In this scenario, swimmers can start from both ends of the pool in 50m configurations. 
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Scenario 2: All swimmers departing from a fixed spot in the pool. 

• All swimmers not starting from the wall must allow sufficient space along the lane line 
(e.g. 5m or 10m apart) 

• All swimmers begin their interval from their set position, and all swimmers start at the 
same time. 

• All swimmers return to their set position at the end of their interval. For example, a 
swimmer who starts at the 15m-mark and does a 100m repeat stops at the same 15m-
mark to complete the repetition (e.g. in a long course format with would look like: 15m 
swim, turn, 50m swim, turn, 35m swim = 100 m). 

 

The following image illustrates how physical distancing can be achieved and maintained in single-lane 
scenarios while swimmers are at rest. In this scenario, it is crucial to clearly define a swimmer's start/finish 
point as all swimmers will be unable to assemble at the wall to maintain physical distancing. Distancing 
can be easily achieved through placing similarly proficient swimmers in the same lane, as well as modifying 
the gap between swimmer send-offs so that no swimmer overtakes another in the lane. 

 

Entering the water 

Here are two best practices of entering the water with 4-6 swimmers per lane depending on the pool deck 
space available in each end. 
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Option 1: 

If there is enough space in both ends of the pool to accommodate three swimmers waiting at the end of 
the pool while keeping a distance of 2 m between each (ex. 6 lanes 25m pool), this is the preferred 
solution. See the image: 

Option 2: 

If there is not enough space in both ends (Ex. 1m bulkhead), swimmers should enter the water in two 
waves. The first three swimmers will enter the pool and swim to the other end of the pool and take their 
position 2 meters apart while waiting for the second group to enter the water and be ready to start 
training. See images: 

 

 

Exiting the water 

Swimmers must follow the same instructions as entering the water according to options 1 and 2, but 
backwards. 


